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Finland, Vuokatti 

Stay at the Hotel Aateli Hillside 
 
 

From € 125  

Year 2024 

Relax and enjoy the warm atmosphere of the Hotel Aateli Hillside. Welcome 

to experience the services of a family-owned business.  

A complex of villas, apartments, and a hotel in Vuokatti. 
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Apartements 

 

Prinsessa apartment (2 persons) 

• Space 21 m² 
• 1-2 personnes 
• 1 room, 2 beds 

• Sauna  
• Pets not allowed 
• Slopes 330 m/ Trails 200 m 

Magnificent 22-square-meter apartment for two people. This compact and practical 

apartment is located in the heart of the forest, within walking distance of the Vuokatti 

slopes and the supermarket. Princess is a studio that includes a kitchen and a spacious 

bathroom with a sauna. Princess is situated on the ground floor of the Herttuatar villa. The 

apartments have been carefully maintained to ensure that guests can make the most of 

their stay. 

From € 125, the night 

 Amiraali IV apartment (1 to 6 persons) 

• Space 54 m² 
• 1 to 6 personnes 
• 2 rooms, 6 beds 
• Sauna  

• Pets not allowed 
• Slopes 90 m / Trails 240 m 

Two-bedroom apartment in an excellent location near the Vuokatti slopes. The Admiral 

apartments consist of 4 units for 2 to 6 people. Admiral apartments 1 and 4 are 54 square 

meters, while 2 and 3 are 61 square meters.  

Admiral 3 apartment accommodates 4 people. This two-bedroom apartment features an 

open kitchen concept connected to the living room, a sauna, and a glazed terrace. The 

apartment is equipped with a cooling system for hot summer days and a fireplace for snowy 

winter evenings. 
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From € 175, the night 

 Kreivi apartment (6 personnes) 

• Space 81 m² 

• 1 to 6 personnes 
• 3 rooms, 6 beds 
• Sauna  
• Pets not allowed 
• Slopes 300 m / Trails 200 m 

The apartment has three bedrooms, a living room, a kitchen, a sauna, a bathroom, two 

half baths, a glassed-in balcony, a porch, and a storage room. High-quality amenities 

include a jacuzzi, an air conditioning system, and a separate room for ski maintenance 

with air conditioning. 

From € 225, the night 

Keisari Villa 

The largest luxury villa in Vuokatti 

 

• Space 350 m² 

• 1 to 22 personnes 
• 7 rooms, 13 + 9 beds 
• Sauna  
• Pets not allowed 
• Slopes 120 m / Trails 20 m 

The villa offers clever space solutions arranged over three floors, and it has been equipped 

with top quality utilities and appliances to guarantee a comfortable and enjoyable stay. 

Keisari is an ideal choice for a family holiday, party, or for a meeting. 

The villa is comprised of seven spacious bedrooms, a kitchen with a wide range of 

appliances, a spacious lounge and dining area, 5 toilets and shower rooms, a luxurious 

sauna installation with a jacuzzi, an activity room with a pool table and a 3D home cinema.  

From € 865, the night 
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Hotel Aateli Hillside 

Unique hotel with premium rooms. Our cozy boutique hotel is located right next to the 

Vuokatti slopes - the nearest ski lift is just a few hundred meters away. The 150 km cross-

country skiing network of Vuokatti is only a few steps away. In summer, the spectacular 

hiking landscapes of Vuokatinvaara are right at your doorstep. 

Comfort and warmth abound. The rooms are furnished with quality beds and a wide range 

of amenities. The hotel's specialty is the Zen Spa, exclusively reserved for the private use 

of guests. The tranquil atmosphere of the hotel and the hearty breakfast included in the 

room rate have been highly appreciated. 

Standard double room 

• Space 22 m² 
• 1 to 3 personnes 
• 2 + 1 beds 
• Pets not allowed 
• Slopes 100 m / Trails 100 m 

 

The warm colors and wooden surfaces inside, paired with carefully designed lighting, create 

a pleasant atmosphere in the room. 

The 90 cm wide beds are available as double or single beds. An additional bed for one 

person (€40 per day) or a baby cot (€10 per stay) is available for an extra charge. Children 

under 4 years old stay free of charge without their own bed. 

The bathroom is equipped with a shower corner with foldable walls, a toilet, and a sink. 

From € 140, the night with buffet breakfast and wifi 

Suite with sauna 

• Space 30 m² 
• 1 to 3 personnes  
• 2 beds 
• Sauna 
• Pets not allowed 
• Slopes 100 m / Trails 100 m 

Comfortable suite with a private sauna, next to the slopes. An atmospheric 30-square-

meter suite featuring a private sauna and a large glazed balcony. The warm colors of the 

interior and the use of wood on the surfaces, combined with thoughtfully designed lighting 

solutions, create a pleasant atmosphere. 

The room is equipped with a king-size double bed (200 cm x 210 cm, available as twin 

beds upon request). An additional bed for one person (€40 per day) and a baby cot (€10 

per stay) are available for an extra charge. Children under 4 years old stay free of charge 

without their own bed. 

The bathroom has a small sauna, a shower recess with a door, a toilet seat and a sink. 
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From € 190, the night with buffet breakfast and wifi 

Restaurants 

Cosy restaurants in Vuokatti for lovers of good food. 

Hotel Aateli’s beautiful and atmospheric Restaurant Ainoa 

offers unique flavours. 

Their atmospheric à la carte restaurant on the Vuokatti 

hillsides is open to all. The heart of the kitchen is their roots, 

the food tradition of Kainuu. The raw materials are carefully 

selected – pure forest berries, mushrooms and wild herbs are 

tasty in the dishes. They also provide delicious meals as a 

catering service. 

 

Zen Spa 

A wonderful small spa in Vuokatti pampers your body and 

mind. 

Relax in the pool’s bubbles and enjoy the atmospheric spa 

alone, or with friends. We also can provide a range of spa 

treatments  

The Spa is also equipped with state-of-the-art technology. 

You can listen to your favourite music in the pool as well as in the sauna through our high-

quality sound system and watch your favourite broadcasts on the 55″ TV. 

Our Zen Spa has the world’s only log sauna with a northern lights ceiling. The sauna can 

accommodate up to 6 people at a time. Come and relax! 

Period January07, 2024 to Juanary07, 2025 

Good to know 

Pricing upon request for the apartments for 8, 10, 14, 17 people. 


